SAFETY RECALL

3-Ton and 6-Ton Heavy Duty Steel Jack Stands item numbers 56371, 61196, and 61197

For certain units of the Pittsburgh Automotive 3-Ton and 6-Ton Heavy Duty Steel Jack Stands there is a potential, while under load and with a shift in weight, for the pawl to disengage from the extension lifting post, allowing the stand to drop suddenly. This condition could cause serious injury for people near or under a lifted vehicle, and/or damage to property.

STOP USING THESE JACK STANDS IMMEDIATELY

3-Ton and 6-Ton Heavy Duty Steel Jack Stands item numbers 56371, 61196, and 61197

THIS RECALL ONLY CONCERNS JACK STANDS WITH THE ITEMS # 56371, 61196, or 61197

Following the lifting of any applicable “Shelter At Home Orders”, please bring your 3-Ton and/or 6-Ton Heavy Duty Steel Jack Stands, item numbers 56371, 61196, and 61197 to your local Harbor Freight Tools store to receive a Harbor Freight Tools gift card equal to the retail price of the jack stands you originally purchased (plus applicable tax).

For more information email: recall@harborfreight.com.

In cooperation with the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration Post until December 31, 2021